MC2D14 - 2 Drawer Cabinet with 6” Drawers
A ‘14 Series’ Cabinet

Two Drawers, hundreds of possibilities
MC2D14 holds 540 CDs or 240 DVDs or Blu-ray in standard packaging 1,100 disc in slimline cases and over 2,000 in sleeves. It is very useful in
configurations to meet certain height objectives. MC2D14 is sized like all
14.5" high cabinets. And like all our drawer cabinets, it comes with a lock.
They're not just for CDs and DVDs either - Imagine all the things you could put into six inch deep drawers. With 100 lb of
capacity per drawer and full-extension ball-bearing sliders, MC2D14 can hold it all and provide access to every inch. A safety
interlocking feature allows only one drawer to open at a time. For your convenience, all cabinet locks are keyed alike.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 70 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 37.75" W x 14.5" H x 20" D
Inside Drawer: 34" W x 6" H x 18" D

Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat available in 18 colors
Lock: Standard ( Cabinets can be ordered without locks )

FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders
- Provides dust-free super space efficient storage

- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the
cabinet off the floor. The levelers rest in dimples
topside for positive positioning when stacking
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.

CAPACITY: 540 CDs or 240 DVDs or Blu-ray in standard packaging. 1080 CDs in slimline cases. Over 2000 in sleeves.
MATCHING CABINETS
These cabinets are sized like MC2D14
- useful when designing configurations
that need to meet at a certain height.
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OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS / LABEL HOLDERS / INDEX PLATES / DIVIDERS & BACKSTOPS
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